RISING R&B ARTIST RINI UNVEILS NEW SINGLE "BEDTIME
STORY"
LISTEN HERE

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE

May 15, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – R&B virtuoso, RINI, has unveiled a steamy new single for
"Bedtime Story." Mixing themes of love and passion with RINI's innovative style, "Bedtime Story"
perfectly encompasses his future-classic R&B brand.
About the song, RINI shares, "This is the most exciting part of every relationship, the part where
both parties are ready to take it to the next level and be as close as physically possible. This is also
the part of the relationship where it can be a little bit daunting as it may be a feeling that they’ve
never experienced before. In the song, I was trying to say that I am ready for this girl, but at the
same time, I don’t want to force anything. But knowing that she was on the same page and she’s
liking the mood, it was time for me to make my move and make her feel good."

RINI continues to engage fans worldwide with his latest visuals for “Aphrodite" and “My Favourite
Clothes" while amassing nearly 39 million streams across platforms. Stay tuned for more to come
from RINI soon.

DOWNLOAD PRESS PHOTO HERE (CREDIT: PAUL ROMO)

ABOUT RINI:
Justerini Sandoval, also known as RINI, is an Australian-born
R&B/soul singer/songwriter/producer, who has recently relocated to Los Angeles. His most recent
body of work is his self-titled project, RINI, which features JSPA, Nasty Mars, Olivia Escuyos and
RMR Productions. In 2018, RINI released his After the Sun EP, a soulful sunset story that mainly
touches on the beauty of women, the sweetness of another day and an appreciation for life. After
the Sun, in its entirety, is a love letter to life, which RINI took on the road for his first sold-out
Australian After the Sun Tour. The singer/composer and multi-instrumentalist has garnered
international attention with a fan base that continues to soar.
FOLLOW RINI:
Twitter | Instagram | YouTube | Facebook
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